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Publisher: Romanian Academy - Institute for South-East European Studies
Dear Andrei Timotin,
The title mentioned above has been evaluated for inclusion in Scopus by the
Content Selection & Advisory Board (CSAB). The review of this title is now
complete and the CSAB has advised that the title will be ACCEPTED for
inclusion in Scopus. For your information, the reviewer comments are copied
below:
Articles published in this journal are not being cited but the content of
the journal impresses greatly, with an emphasis upon publishingly high
quality and original research. The journal needs to take further steps to
establish itself internationally - and the more that is published in
English will help such a goal - but in terms of content alone and as a
journal of regional significance it merits inclusion in SCOPUS.
+ The journal consistently includes articles that are scientifically sound
and relevant to an international academic or professional audience in this
field.
- Despite being published for quite some time, articles in this title have
attracted few citations by other titles currently covered by Scopus.
+ In general, the content of the articles is consistent with the scope and
aims of the journal.
+ This title addresses a subject area not properly covered by an existing
journal.
+ The journal has clear aims and scope/journal policies that are consistent
with the journal’s content.
+ Peer review type is clearly stated and is supported by appropriate
reviewer guidelines.
Our Source Collection Management department will contact the publisher of
this title within the next three months to initiate the indexing process
for Scopus. A content coverage agreement needs to be in place before we can
start adding the content to Scopus.com. If you are the publisher, please do
not send us your content yet unless requested by our Source Collection
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Management department
Yours sincerely,
Scopus Title Evaluation Support
titlesuggestion@scopus.com
___________________________________________________________________
NOTICE: Scopus is owned by Elsevier B.V. and Elsevier is solely responsible
for the content selection policy of Scopus. In order to come to a decision
to accept or reject a title for Scopus, Elsevier follows the independent
advice from the Scopus Content Selection & Advisory Board (CSAB). However,
Elsevier and the CSAB reserve the right to change decisions, adjust the
selection criteria, or re-evaluate titles that are accepted for Scopus
without prior notice. Decisions made by the CSAB do not guarantee
inclusion into Scopus due to not being able to come to terms with the
publisher on a licensing agreement. In no event shall Elsevier be liable
for any indirect, incidental, special, consequential or punitive damages
arising out of or in connection with any advice disclosed or any selection
decision made. This statement must not be used for advertisement purposes.
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Dear Andrei Timotin,
The title mentioned above has been evaluated for inclusion in Scopus by the Content Selection & Advisory Board (CSAB). The
review of this title is now complete and the CSAB has advised that the title will be accepted for inclusion in Scopus. For your
information, the reviewer comments are copied below:
Articles published in this journal are not being cited but the content of the journal impresses greatly, with an emphasis upon
publishingly high quality and original research. The journal needs to take further steps to establish itself internationally - and the
more that is published in English will help such a goal - but in terms of content alone and as a journal of regional significance it
merits inclusion in SCOPUS.
+ The journal consistently includes articles that are scientifically sound and relevant to an international academic or
professional audience in this field.
- Despite being published for quite some time, articles in this title have attracted few citations by other titles currently covered
by Scopus.
+ In general, the content of the articles is consistent with the scope and aims of the journal.
+ This title addresses a subject area not properly covered by an existing journal.
+ The journal has clear aims and scope/journal policies that are consistent with the journal’s content.
+ Peer review type is clearly stated and is supported by appropriate reviewer guidelines.
Our Source Collection Management department will contact the publisher of this title within the next three months to initiate the
indexing process for Scopus. A content coverage agreement needs to be in place before we can start adding the content to
Scopus.com. If you are the publisher, please do not send us your content yet unless requested by our Source Collection
Management department
Yours sincerely,
Scopus Title Evaluation Support
titlesuggestion@scopus.com
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